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VISION, MISSION, AND GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Chapter

3

The Plan’s vision, mission, and goals and objectives were developed through a series
of interactive exercises with the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) and Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), as well as from information provided at the two kick-off
open house meetings in October 2010 and virtual kick-off open house meetings.
For the many stakeholders that helped form this Plan, there is an overarching
desire to have a Plan that is both visionary in how it sets the tone for bicycling as a truly viable transportation mode,
and concrete in terms of defining the Regional Bicycle Network and how it will be implemented over time. The Plan,
and how it is structured, reflects this desire.
Specific actions for achieving the Plan’s goals and objectives are identified in Chapters 5 through 9. The
actions relate to policy, program, and facility improvements and additions that will both facilitate successful
implementation of the Gateway Bike Plan and promote bicycling as a viable and widely accepted means of
transportation. Each of the goals, objectives, and actions has a corresponding performance measure, which
can be found in Chapter 10, so that the progress of Plan implementation may be tracked over time.

Vision

The Gateway Bike Plan will create the bicycle component to the regional
transportation network that accommodates all users and promotes
consistent design and development of bicycle facilities.

Mission

Increase the number of people using bicycles for transportation while
reducing the number of crashes involving bicycles.

Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of the Plan were developed using input from
the two kick-off public open house events, as well as input from the TAC
and CAC, and they form the framework of the Plan. A brief discussion
of each goal and its objectives is provided below. Specific actions for
achieving these goals and objectives are provided in Chapters 5 through
8. Performance measures corresponding to each action can be found in
Chapter 10.
Connecting communities across the region
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[GOAL 1] Provide a prioritized system of routes that are contiguous
and connected to other on- and off-road facilities.
OBJECTIVE: Improve accessibility and “added” safety for bikes along
on‑street routes.
Providing a connected network of safe and accessible on-street bicycle facilities
within the Plan area is fundamental to achieving the goals of this Plan. On-street
routes will help connect people to jobs, shopping, transit, schools, parks, and other
destinations, as well as tie together the region’s ever-growing system of greenways
and off‑road trails.

OBJECTIVE: Improve accessibility and safety for bikes around barriers like
intersections and rivers.
Addressing barriers that impede accessibility and create unsafe bicycling conditions
is critical to developing a continuous and connected bicycle network that invites a
wider spectrum of bicyclists.

Grade Separated road crossing of Old State Road in the City of Wildwood

OBJECTIVE: Improve safety of existing roadway facilities.
The City of St. Louis, St. Charles County and St. Louis County, as well as the many towns and cities within them, have a number of planned and existing
bicycle facilities in place. These facilities should be incorporated into the regional bicycle network as needed, and, in some cases, retrofitted based on the
recommendations in this Plan. The latest American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD) guidance to improve safety and ensure consistency across the Bicycle Facility Network will be consulted as projects are designed
and constructed.

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the rate of bicycle crashes by 50 percent by 2020.
The bicycle crash rate (number of bicyclists divided by number of reported crashes) is a key indicator of the safety of on-street facilities, the acceptance of
bicyclists on the roadway, and good roadway behavior on the part of both motorists and bicyclists. Reducing the crash rate by 50 percent by 2020, while
also increasing bicycle ridership through an expanded Bicycle Facility Network, will hinge upon well-designed facilities, addressing problem areas where
crashes are occurring, and building awareness among motorists and bicyclists about their respective rights and responsibilities for using the roadway. The
Plan identifies a number of implementation actions addressing each of these elements.

OBJECTIVE: Promote more bicycling through route signing and end of trip facilities.
Installing way-finding signage that provides directional information to major destinations, trail connections, and around major barriers, assists bicyclists
through complicated and confusing portions of the network, and reaffirms route choice, will help bicyclists feel more comfortable and confident using the
Bicycle Facility Network. End-of-trip facilities, such as adequate and secure bike parking/storage at destinations and, for bicycle commuters, amenities such
as changing areas and showers are also important for attracting ridership and making bicycle transportation more convenient.
NOTE: Specific actions for achieving Goal 1 and meeting the objectives discussed above are provided in Chapter 5.
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[GOAL 2] Improve safety for all modes of transportation through the
careful design and implementation of bicycle facilities.
OBJECTIVE: Improve safety by designing all bicycle facilities to the latest
AASHTO bicycle guidelines and 2009 MUTCD Standards.
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities provides design and
construction guidelines, and operation and maintenance recommendations for
bicycle facilities. The 1999 Guide is being revised, and the new edition is currently
under review by Departments of Transportation across the country with an expected
release in early 2012. The MUTCD 2009 edition provides standards for signs, signals,
and pavement markings in the United States. These latest guidelines and standards
provide clarity and additional guidance for on-street bicycle facilities, addressing
many of the issues and questions that previous guidance was silent on. Following
these standards and guidelines will allow local agencies to move forward with
confidence that what they are doing is consistent with the latest thinking on safely
accommodating bicycles. Furthermore, it is important for all transportation agencies
involved in implementing this Plan to follow the latest standards and guidelines to
ensure that facilities throughout the network are designed in a uniform manner.

Westbound Wydown Boulevard at Big Bend Boulevard

NOTE: Specific actions for achieving Goal 2 and meeting the objective discussed above are provided in Chapter 6.

Clayton has been a long-time supporter of healthy life-styles,
sustainable practices, and regional economic development. A Bike
Master Plan will be a wonderful amenity for the St. Louis area. A
plan to create connectivity in our region will promote a healthy form
of recreation, support an environmentally responsible alternative
mode of travel, and promote the St. Louis area as a progressive and
desirable place to locate or grow a business.
Honorable Linda Goldstein, Mayor
Clayton, Missouri
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[GOAL 3] Improve safety for all modes of transportation through the implementation of educational and enforcement programs.
OBJECTIVE: Improve safety and reduce the number of crashes involving bicyclists by expanding, developing, and implementing education
and enforcement programs through partnerships with community organizations.
The Bicycle Facility Network is designed to provide safe, convenient access for bicyclists to travel throughout the planning area. Like facilities for other
transportation modes, this network of bicycle facilities must be used appropriately to be effective. For example, bicycle facilities are designed under the
assumption that bicyclists ride the correct direction on streets (with the flow of traffic) and stop at red traffic lights. It is also assumed that motorists yield to
bicyclists when turning and do not drive or park in designated bicycle lanes.
Therefore, it is not acceptable for bicyclists or motorists to disregard traffic rules. Breaking these laws puts bicyclists and other roadway users at risk and
is inconsistent with the Plan’s goal of increasing safety for all modes. Efforts must be made to encourage, among motorists and bicyclists alike, a culture
of respect and shared usage that welcomes new riders to the region’s roads and trails. The education, enforcement, and encouragement programs
recommended in Chapter 7 are intended to help grow the number of bicyclists while also increasing safe and appropriate behavior by bicyclists and all
other roadway users.

OBJECTIVE: Educate staff in planning, design, maintenance, construction, and enforcement.
There are numerous jurisdictions and organizations within the planning area that have an interest in, and/or impact on, implementation of the Gateway Bike
Plan. And, within each of these jurisdictions there may be departments and staff members who have influence over how roadways are planned, designed,
constructed, and maintained, and how laws are enforced. Successful implementation of the Plan is contingent upon all these parties being educated about
the Plan, and the facilities and actions it recommends, as well as trained on the latest standards and guidelines that inform the Plan’s recommendations.
During 2010, many professionals and advocates were trained on a variety of subjects that involve inclusion of alternative modes of travel into our roadway
network. For example, over 100 individuals attended the Vibrant and Connected Communities Forum on March 26, 2010. Other training included Complete
Streets training by the American Public Works Association (APWA) and the Institute of Transportation Engineers, hosted by the St. Louis APWA.
NOTE: Specific actions for achieving Goal 3 and meeting the objectives discussed above are provided in Chapter 7.

[GOAL 4] Expand the public’s view that bicycles are a viable/acceptable mode
of transportation through encouragement programs.
OBJECTIVE: Establish ongoing regional encouragement programs.
A number of organizations and agencies active within the planning area have programs
to encourage people to bicycle, including Trailnet, the East-West Gateway Council of
Governments, Bike St. Louis (through the Great Rivers Greenway), and the Missouri Bicycle and
Pedestrian Federation. These programs and additional incentives and events that encourage
bicycling will build demand for and utilization of bicycle facilities. Increasing the number
of people bicycling helps to increase the awareness of bicycles being on the road, further
enhancing bicycle safety.
NOTE: Specific actions for achieving Goal 4 and meeting the objectives discussed above are provided in Chapter 7.
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[GOAL 5] Increase the commitment of public officials to
support or initiate public policy for bicycling in all levels of
government—state, local, and regional.
OBJECTIVE: Increase intergovernmental cooperation on bicycle policy
and projects.
Given the number of agencies with influence and responsibility over the
roadway network within the planning area, intergovernmental cooperation
on bicycle policy and projects is critical for successful implementation of the
Plan. This objective relates back to the Plan’s vision for promoting consistent
design and development of bicycle facilities across jurisdictions, which can
only be achieved if all agencies collaborate and work together.

OBJECTIVE: Establish funding sources for implementation and
ongoing maintenance.
Implementation of the Plan will be a collaborative effort between a
number of jurisdictions and agencies. Every transportation project offers an
opportunity to implement a part of this Plan. Therefore, institutionalizing
bicycle improvements at all levels of government will be essential for
successful implementation of this Plan. Adoption of Complete Streets policies in
all jurisdictions will ensure that road projects will include bicycle facilities where
feasible. Complete Streets are streets that provide for the needs of drivers, public
transportation vehicles and patrons, bicyclists, and pedestrians of all ages and
abilities. Local governments that adopt Complete Streets policies ensure that this
goal is achieved in the planning, programming, design, construction, reconstruction,
retrofit, operations, and maintenance of streets.
NOTE: Specific actions for achieving Goal 5 and meeting the objectives discussed above are provided in Chapter 8.

Ribbon Cutting at the grand opening of the Downtown Bicycle Station

“The Gateway Bike Plan for
on-road bicycle routes and connections
to multi-use trails will not only bring
our communities together, but also
increase the use of bicycles as a mode of
transportation in our region.”
– Honorable Len Pagano,
Mayor St. Peters, Missouri
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